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Non-wood:
The wood-free alternative for worldwide distribution,
without export restrictions. No IPPC-chemical treat-
ment necessary.
Certificates and custom formalities do not apply.

Walz multicross
MC-Technology
The revolutionary concept for heavy goods.

MC

Protected by the utility patent
(ongoing application for a patent)
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1. Non-wood = easy export:
No restrictions with export regulations – due to
the following materials: 90% corrugated cardboard,
metal brackets and chipboard. There are no restric-
tions shipping to the EU, Canada, USA, Mexico or
Asia – unlike with the traditional wooden package.
Info: Untreated wood is deemed to be a potential
carrier of varmints, if an international transport is
undertaken the goods have to be treated through
a certified company.

2. Space saving transport:
Much less load volume through disassembled
delivery – around 60 % less cargo area in com-
parison to previously known solutions.

3. Marginal net weight:
About 40% lighter than wood. Therefore many
advantages with the handling and freight charges
are certain.

4. Outstanding stability:
Above-average strength durability is the result
of sandwich adhesion. Thus extreme load and
weight values are made possible.

5. Flexible application:
Also perfectly applicable for small- and individual
production series. The adequate packaging for
almost every heavy cargo.

6. Module construction units:
The MC-Box can be used several times. Missing
or damaged modules can be replaced.

7. Easy and fast assembly:
1 Person can easily and speedily assemble the
MC-Box together.

Walz multicross
MC-Technology

8. Better ergonomics:
Due to its connector system the on and off
loading becomes a comfortable alleviating
and stress-free experience. The cargo is
perfectly accessible.

9. Faster on and off loading:
Only the strapping and the side panel –
one hand grip – have to be removed.
The cargo is immediately obtainable.

10. Job Safety enhancement:
No nails or screws are needed.

11. Few tools required:
With the exception of a strapping tool,
no extra appliances or tools are necessary.

12. 100 % recyclable:
The MC-Box consists of 90 % paper, 8 %
chipboard and 2 % metal or accordingly
plastic.

13. An ideal advertising medium:
The surfaces of the MC-Box can be printed
on, turning it into an eye catching and
distinct advertising space.

14. Price advantage:
Extensive savings can be achieved against
the conventional wooden packaging.

15. Excellent credentials:
Outstanding references from renowned
and international customers.

15 convincing advantages, why this package hits the spot.

MC-Liner Nr. 20 2004 010558.6
MC-Fix Nr. 20 2004 010560.8



Walz MC-Liner The high-strength layered cardboard panel MC-Liner
gets glued together in a special procedure. Through
the opposing corrugated directions (multi-cross)
originates an outstanding stability.The ultra-strong multiple layered cardboard.

Walz MC-Box
The innovative and cutting-edge Module-Package.

Walz MC-Fix
The intelligent assembly system.

MC-Liner: 2 corrugated construction MC-Liner: 3 corrugated construction

The cartridge module made of metal or plastic enables
an extremely fast and efficient construction of the MC-
Box and generates especially strong corner connections.
Nails or screws are made redundant.

MC-Fix: Strong metal cartridge modules The modules are easily fixed without any
use of extra tools.

MC 3x3
This Box is designed for 2 tons
of loading and 2 tons of pressure

A  new and revolutionary export package. Next to the
already existing versions for one and two tons of loading,
a variety of other solutions can be realised.

MC 2x2
This Box is designed for 1 ton
of loading and 1 ton of pressure

Walz MC-Basic
A strong and robust foundation.

The foundation of the MC-Box consists of extra robust
wet-strength chipboard stands (chipboard is not liable
to export limitations). On request the box can be created
for a practical four-sided access and can therefore be
loaded to it’s absolute optimum.

1. Delivery in separate particles 2. Basic panel with  MC-Fix-Modules

3. Insertion of the side walls 4. Easy and safe to load 5. Insertion of the front wall

6. Application of the MC-Fix Module 7. Adding the top panel 8. Attachment of the transportation
belts (an extra foil is recommended)

Setting up the Walz MC-Box
is a very straightforward and
effortless task.

2 tons of loading

2 tons of pressure

1 ton of loading

1 ton of pressure

1400 3200

1400

3200 mm x 1400 mm x 1400 mm
In principle, all boxes can be rea-
lised up to the above mentioned
maximum dimensions.

Maximum dimensions:

The MC-Box can
also be generated
for a superiour four-
sided access.

Robust
sub-construction
out of chipboard stands.

Practical Examples:

Delivery in separate parts Effortless and easy assembly Fast consignment


